Software / Operating Systems

Mac OS X Tiger
Additional Information

Introducing the world’s most advanced operating system. Find exactly what you’re looking. Obtain information via mouse click. Create, share and discover - Mac OS X Tiger makes it easy to find everything on your computer to use and enjoy.

Revolution on your desktop

Mac OS X Tiger will change the way in which you use a computer. A groundbreaking search technology, stunning graphics support and media, unparalleled connectivity, an intuitive user interface and a range of tools offer a variety of tightly integrated functions are combined with the robust UNIX foundation, the most innovative, stable and compatible computer operating system without ifs and buts.

Fast-paced video editing thanks to the Core Video Technnologie

All are extremely fast

Tiger introduces Spotlight, the lightning-fast search technology that illuminates every corner of your Mac, displaying results as fast as you type them. Search and find everything on your system: Files, emails, contacts, pictures, movies, calendars and applications appear instantly. Just as you find songs in iTunes by name, artist or album, it also offers Spotlight far more than just file names and locations: You can find all the metadata inside files - the "what" "when" and "who "of everything on your Mac information. This includes for example the type of content, author, edit history, format, size and many other details.

Smart Mailbox: PO Box Clever

Effortless Administration

Because Spotlight is built right into the core of Mac OS X, the results are automatically updated when files change. Offer to countless new ways for the administration. You can save search results as a Smart Folder that automatically updates itself. Set up Smart Mailboxes according to Spotlight search queries and the program "Mail files away your messages for you. Create using Spotlight search results, Smart Groups in Address Book. The key: Spotlight searches can even move into new Automator Workflows to automate repetitive tasks simple. Everything on your Mac gets a chance to shine.

Dashboard provides them with all sorts of information - instantly!

Information with Dashboard

The new Dashboard hosts nifty mini-applications are called widgets. These are displayed immediately and provide you with current information from the Internet. Display the current stock prices or weather reports, learn about flight data, convert to currency and measurement units, or search for companies in the Yellow Pages. Similar to Exposé, the Dashboard by pressing a function key is displayed on the desktop. Your favorite widgets at lightning quick to the minute information and be as fast and easily hidden, so you can turn back your other tasks.

Communication at all levels

With Tiger turns your Mac into a communications hub. Safari RSS for Tiger features RSS feeds and displays them. Mail and Address Book Spotlight technology to help you manage your contacts and correspondence. And iChat AV lets you video conference or audio chat with friends and colleagues or send telegrams. With a. Mac account, you can use all the connectivity most of Tiger. With iDisk storage, a mac.com e-mail address, your own web page and powerful for syncing. Function of the Week: Complete Article in voiceover.
Interoperability with the Windows world

Perfect cooperation
Another advantage of Mac OS X Tiger boasts better compatibility than any other operating system. Share files with Windows users, make connections to any network and communicate using Bonjour technology with other Macintosh computers. Even with different users, Mac OS X Tiger is compatible. VoiceOver and the *Access assist people with disabilities in the use of a computer, while Mac OS X gives parents greater for families at hand to control their children's computer use. And thanks to its solid UNIX foundation, Tiger offers a powerful security architecture that protects your data from prying eyes.

High-end media enjoyment with QuickTime 7

See the difference
The PDF-based Quartz windowing system to QuickTime 7 featuring the pristine H.264 video codec to the ColorSync, Core Audio and Core Image technologies, Mac OS X Tiger, of desktop graphics, and media from scratch. It does not matter whether you are developing audio and video, create or simply enjoy - Tiger makes the ideal partner.

Automator does all the tedious routine tasks

Make all
Experience Mac OS X Tiger for yourself and see how it changes the operating system is the way in which you use a Mac for work, play, research, and teamwork. They need something and can not find it? Spotlight makes fruitless searches that belong to the past. You think you could write an automated script? Try Automator and surprise yourself. You want to share media with your family and friends? Tiger's with the integrated features that make it simple. For every reason for you to use a computer, Tiger offers a useful function - and then some.

Features:

  * Look for objects of any kind with the system-wide Spotlight menu - any time.
  * Also find in large PDF files desired Information without additional software.
  * Create smart folders, which following the Add new Files are updated automatically.
  * Work with Smart Mailboxes to your email Mail to many ways to arrange and display.
  * Control your system settings with ease with a search that the required Preferences predicts.
  * Use Smart Groups to your Contacts and Categories to sort automatically.
  * Dashboard provides practical and useful Mini-applications widgets at your fingertips - and hides them
if you do not
  Need
* Automator happily performs repetitive
Tasks from so
You have to do it yourself.
* Get your new e-mail from your Mac
  Read
This is what the new VoiceOver
Available.
* Exposé lets you see countless
Window.
* The system-wide menu bar gives every
More windows
Place and allows access to
System controls and
Help functions.
* Know at a glance when often your
visited
Web sites new information becomes available, and
read
it directly in Safari.
* Use a solution for personal
Video Meetings
easy exchange of ideas with colleagues.
* Find out quickly and easily with an
Many
Topics on the Internet - from weather, stocks
to flight information.
* Ensure that all relevant information
on
multiple computers with. Mac account perfectly
synchronized
are.
* Experience working with a responsive
System that
Thanks to sophisticated security mechanisms
not
Monitoring software viruses or paralyze
leaves.
* Make connections with no problems
Networks ago -
both desktop computers as well as
Notebooks.
* You have digital cameras, printers,
Audio and
MIDI devices, DV camcorders, input devices,
Mass storage devices and optical media,
Scanner and
Screens via USB, FireWire (IEE 1394) and DVI
without
additional software.
* Connect Bluetooth devices such as mobile phones and
Input Devices
synchronize with secure encryption and
Them with
Your Address Book and iCal.
* Print directly via SMB protocol on shared used Windows printers.
* Send to the built-in modem or a Bluetooth enabled mobile faxes.
* Set up devices such as network printers or wireless Webcams with the Bonjour technology without Configuration effortlessly.
* 64-bit applications without emulation mode run alongside 32-bit applications.
* The H.264 codec lets QuickTime 7 render wide-screen HD ensures crisp and sharp Display of images of Video conferencing with iChat AV.
* Tiger Core Image delivers astounding Functions and high power for excellent picture quality.
* The UNIX based Mac OS X is so powerful that it the development platform of choice for large open- Source projects.
* Xgrid allows the distribution of Processing resources as a supercomputer node.

To use Mac OS X 10.4 needs your Macintosh:

* PowerPC G3, G4 or G5 processor
* Built-in FireWire
* At least 256 MB of RAM
* DVD drive (DVD-ROM), Combo (CD-RW/DVD-ROM) or SuperDrive (DVD-R) for installation
* At least 3 GB of free space on the Hard drive, 4 GB, if the development environment, Xcode 2 install
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